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Introduction
The mobile gaming industry has exploded in popularity in the last few years. In
the year 2000 there were 20 million mobile gamers in the United States. In 2013,
there are over two hundred million mobile gamers in the United States, an
incredible 955% growth [1]. Almost any developer has access to tools that can be
used to create a game for popular mobile platforms such as iOS and Android,
meaning that even independent developers can access this huge market.
Creating a mobile game presents many challenges that do not apply or are
greatly reduced when creating a standard video game. Mobile devices have much
less RAM and CPU power than desktop or laptop computers, which constrains the
assets used and computation on a mobile device. Current mobile devices usually
receive user input through a touch screen, which presents a different form of
interaction than is handled in standard video games. Mobile devices also come in
all shapes and sizes, which means mobile games have to deal with varying screen
sizes. This combination of factors makes creating a mobile game an interesting
and challenging experience for the developer.

The Game – Gravity Evolved
What It Is
Because of the challenges and opportunities of the mobile game industry, I
decided to create the game Gravity Evolved with the help of graphic designer
Josh Schiesl. Gravity Evolved is a galactic physics game. In the game, users
are able to create their own solar system, placing planets and weapons. Planets
and weapons can be customized, changing the size of the planets and the firing
power of the weapons. Players are able to play in two different modes, Sandbox
and Battle. In Sandbox mode, the user can create a solar system and fire the
weapons in the solar system. The gravitational physics and collisions of the
planets and projectiles are then simulated.
The main part of the game is Battle mode. In Battle mode, players start with a set
amount of money. They use this money to build up their solar system, adding and
upgrading planets and weapons. Money is earned by fighting other solar systems,
which increase in difficulty. The battles are real-time, with the two solar systems
continuously firing. The player is able to readjust the weapons during the battle,
choosing how to best destroy the opponent. Players are able to choose from 45
different weapon types and three different planet types, allowing them to use
various strategies to make the most powerful solar system.

How It Was Made
Gravity Evolved is written entirely in C++ using Marmalade SDK [2].
Marmalade SDK is a tool allowing cross-platform mobile applications to be written
using C++. From a single codebase, these applications can then be compiled to

run natively on any of the current major mobile platforms, including iOS, Android,
BlackBerry, and Windows Phone. Although Marmalade has obvious benefits such
as cross-platform support and the ability to use C++, there are also some
drawbacks. For one, it is much more difficult to create user interface elements
with Marmalade than with the native iOS or Android development environments.
Some native features are also not available by default in Marmalade. The biggest
reason why I chose Marmalade was because it allowed me to develop high
performance iOS apps without using an Apple computer.
Gravity Evolved uses the Box2D physics library for all physics calculations [3].
It also uses much of the Boost C++ libraries, with heavy use of the Boost smart
pointers [4].

Related Work
Orbits/Orbits HD – rSchulet Software [5]
Orbits is a realistic solar system simulation game for iOS. In this game, users are
able to change the properties of planets including the mass, velocity, and others.
Time can be sped up or slowed down to change the simulation. This is very similar
to many other apps on the Apple App Store that allow accurate simulations for
solar sytems. Orbits has a two star rating on the App Store and Orbits HD has a
three star rating.

Gravity 2.0 – Clark DuVall [6]
Gravity 2.0 is a previous version of a Gravity Evolved type game that I
created with the help of Josh Schiesl. Gravity 2.0 has some weaknesses we hoped

to fix in Gravity Evolved including a slower, turn based battle mode, bad
performance, mediocre graphics/effects, and low quality code. The concept is
basically the same as Gravity Evolved, but there are far less options. Gravity
2.0's Battle mode is not real-time. The battle consists of different phases of
placing weapons and fighting. This makes the battle slower and generally less fun
than a real-time battle.

Comparison
Gravity Evolved is far more appealing to mobile gamers than games similar
to Orbits because of the Battle feature. Many of the solar system games found in
the App Store are pure simulations. Battle mode adds a strategy aspect making it
similar to tower defense games, which are very popular on the App Store.

Analytics data from Gravity 2.0 shows that the Gravity 2.0 Battle mode is played
over four times more than Sandbox mode [6].
Gravity Evolved is a higher quality game than Gravity 2.0. There are many
more weapons for players to choose from, and the Battle mode is more exciting
and engaging. There are also new weapon types in Gravity Evolved, such as
space stations. Space stations and the other weapon types have strengths and
weaknesses. This adds more strategy to the game, because players need to
choose which weapons best compliment their solar system, making it more
appealing to mobile gamers.

Design
Gravity Evolved quickly became a complex project, which required interesting
design decisions. This section details some of my favorites, along with the
benefits of each choice.

Fireables – Dependency Injection
The Problem
In Gravity Evolved, there are nine different classes of items that can be
placed on a planet. Some of these are cannon-like, which fire balls or missiles,
others are lasers, and others are power ups that do not fire any projectile at all.
When creating these in code, there needs to be an easily extendable way to
specify how the weapon should behave and what type of projectile, if any, it
should fire.

The Solution
My solution to this was to create a Fireable interface. The Weapon class, which
represents items that can be put on a planet, would hold a reference to a
Fireable, which it would then call for all functionality regarding aiming and firing
of the weapon. When a Weapon is created, it gets passed a reference to a
Fireable corresponding to the type of weapon it is. This makes it easy to
specialize the Weapon class to have different firing capabilities, or even not have a
way to fire at all. Another usage of dependency injection is explained below in the
section on Referees.

JSON Configuration Files – Separate Data and Logic
The Problem
Gravity Evolved had a lot of configuration data, such as the stats for the 45
weapons in the game, messages that can be displayed to players throughout the
game, and menus used in the various modes. These configuration options needed
to be changed frequently during development, and it would be inconvenient if the
application had to be recompiled every time a change was made.

The Solution
I solved this problem by putting all the configuration data in JSON files. The JSON
files are simple to change, making it easy to make edits to the weapon stats and
other configuration data on the fly. One major benefit to this strategy was that it
led to much cleaner code. Since message strings and metadata are stored away
from the code in JSON files, the code can focus on logic and not be cluttered with
big chunks of configuration data.

Platform Dependent Code – Delegates
The Problem
Since I created Gravity Evolved to be cross platform from the start using
Marmalade SDK, the code has to be written in a mostly platform independent way.
Unfortunately, some parts of a mobile app unavoidably require platform
dependent code. One of these areas in Gravity Evolved was the in-app
purchase system. For example, when running on iOS, the Apple in-app purchase
system must be used. Android also has their own in-app purchase system. When

running on the simulator, there is no in-app purchase system available, so no
action should be taken.

The Solution
To handle this, I created a Purchase class that provides a common interface for
any type of purchase. When this class is instantiated, a different delegate is
created depending on what platform the app is currently running on. So, if the app
is running on iOS, an IOSPurchaseDelegate is created; if it is running on Android,
an AndroidPurchaseDelegate is created. The Purchase class will then call
through to the delegate to call the platform specific purchase code. This makes
the Purchase class extremely simple, with the only real logic being in the
constructor to decide which delegate to create. This also makes it easy for callers,
because they only have to interact with the Purchase interface.

Asynchronous Function Calls – Callbacks
The Problem
Since much of the functionality in a game requires user feedback or changes in ingame conditions, it is often helpful to have a concept of asynchronous function
execution. In Gravity Evolved this was especially needed for alert dialogs that
would pop up and give players choices during the game. Another place it was
particularly useful was with certain special effects that needed to perform an
action at the end of the lifetime of the effect. The ability to asynchronously call
functions could greatly simplify these situations.

The Solution
To solve this problem, I created a templacized Callback class that can bind an
object to a member function and its arguments. I also made a version that can
bind a static function to arguments. This makes it easy to pass a Callback to an
object that will need to call (or not call) that function at a later time, and the
function will be called with the bound arguments at any later point with no hassle.
One downside to this approach is that there are some issues with the lifetime of
the object being bound to a member function. If a raw pointer is used as the bind
object, then the memory could be freed between the time the Callback is created
and the time the Callback is called. To solve this problem, I only create
Callbacks with objects that have a very specific lifetime, so that I can be sure the
memory will not be freed, or I bind a reference counted smart pointer, so the
object will stay around until all references go out of scope.

Game Events – Notifications and Observers
The Problem
With any video game, there are special events that happen, such as a game
starting or ending. Multiple parts of the game need to know about these events,
and this can complicate the code and increase coupling. Another difficulty with
events is that some classes that need to know about the events might only be in
existence during certain parts of the game, making it hard to determine what
classes that want to know about events are currently instantiated. It is also
necessary for some events to send data along with the event. The data may be
necessary to specialize the event, or send a bit of game state so the targets can

act accordingly. An elegant solution was needed to handle events and their
targets.

The Solution
My design solution to this problem was a NotificationService which sends
notifications to classes that have registered as NotificationObservers.
NotificationObservers register for certain events that they are interested in,
and then whenever the NotificationService is told to send that event, all the
NotificationObservers will be notified. The notification is sent along with a
NotificationDetails object. NotificationDetails is a templacized class that
can hold an arbitrary pointer with details about an event.

Game Mode Constraints – Referees
The Problem
Since Gravity Evolved effectively has three different game modes – Sandbox,
Battle, and Battle Build (a pseudo-mode where you build up your battle solar
system) – unique constraints had to be enforced in a way that did not make the
code messy and unweildy. Depending on the game mode, planets, weapons, and
projectiles have different properties. There needed to be a way to transparently
handle this.

The Solution
This problem was solved with the concept of Referees. A Referee can be either
an InBattleReferee, a BuildReferee, or a SandboxReferee. When a game starts
in any of the game modes, a Referee is created that enforces the rules of that

game mode. All creations of planets, weapons, or projectiles must be done
through the Referee, and the Referee will return the correct object. Referees
also oversee operations such as moving planets or firing weapons. Since all the
game mode-specific logic is handled within the Referee, the rest of the code does
not have to worry about dealing with extra mode-specific logic.

Results
Currently, Gravity Evolved is still in development, and is slated to be released
on the Apple App Store within the next month, and on the Google Play store
shortly after that. Most of the gameplay is complete, and a small group of users is
beta testing to make sure the game is balanced. Most of what still needs to be
done is polishing and putting some of the final features and finishing touches in
before it is ready to be released to the public.

Features
Gravity Evolved features a fully functioning Sandbox and Battle mode with
realistic planetary physics. Sandbox mode has 10 different planets, and 20
different weapons. Players can change the size and gravity of their planets, which
affect the physics. Users can also save and load solar systems.
Battle mode has 45 weapon types, each with different abilities. Battle mode also
has a fully functioning store, where users are able to unlock, buy, upgrade, and
sell weapons and planets. Everything in the game is upgradeable, with stat
increases for each upgrade. The AI randomly generates opposing solar systems,
and the player can choose how difficult the AI solar system should be. Money is
earned from each battle proportional to the level of the opponent. Gravity
Evolved features numerous special effects, including explosions and force fields.

Screenshots
Sandbox Mode

Battle Mode

Future Work
The primary goal for the future of this project is to release Gravity Evolved on
the Apple App Store and Google Play store. The main feature needed before the
first release is a comprehensive tutorial. After the first release, there are quite a
few features that I want to implement. This section details some of the larger
features that I want to add in the future.

Cloud Storage of Solar Systems
I would like to make a cloud storage system for solar systems, so players can
upload and download each others solar systems to a server. This would be a great
feature for Sandbox mode, because players will be able to share their creations
with each other. This could also be a great feature for Battle mode. Players would
be able to battle solar systems of similar levels, and test their skills agains real
players instead of just the AI.

Ranking System
Right now, a solar system levels up based on the highest level AI player that solar
system has beaten. I would like to implement a ranking system, so that each set
of levels is assigned a military rank or something similar. I think this would be a
good way to give players something to shoot for.

Multiple Battle Solar Systems
Currently, players are only able to have a single battle solar system. I think users
would like to be able to have multiple battle solar systems, so they can try out
different strategies without completely reworking their current solar system.

Although some users may not use this feature, I think it would be good to have
the flexibility of multiple solar systems.

Optimizations
The gravity calculations in Gravity Evolved are done somewhat inefficiently,
and I believe I could get a modest performance increase by redoing these with a
faster algorithm. I am also planning on profiling the code at some point to see if
there are any problem spots that could use improving.
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